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Walls of Dubrovnik, 7 in a row?
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We believe he can make it. We did reach out to his SA breeder David  from Hemel
'N Aarde Stud farm and this is what he had to say: 

"Walls of Dubrovnik was always a quality well balanced colt with lots of substance and
presence. He would always catch your eye in the camp and he had a good
temperament." 

Here is his pedigree: Fencing Master (GB) - Zrinski by Dynasty. He won twice
in SA beating Colour My Fate on 1000m and Ziva De Grace on 1100m. He has
won 9 times already in just 2 years and will be winning as many races this year.
We trust his new trainer and owners here will give him the very best chances to
climb the ranks here or who knows maybe send him abroad, Hong Kong or
Dubai?  One question which comes to mind? Why did the Gujadhur stable sell this
amazing horse which they owned in SA and won twice with him? Seems they
missed out on a two great Champions last season, 1- Walls of Dubrovnik and 2-
Mauritius both  got sold to the same lucky stable. We would not sell a horse with
a name  like Mauritius, let alone Walls of Dubrovnik. They must be biting their
nails hard on this misjudgement. Anyhow, let's go back to the other races and
horse chances. In the main race we will see the crack Undercover Agent which will
have to show his class to win. With one run under his belt, he is finally ready. The
horse that can stop him is Alyaasaat but he will be at his 2022 debut. He did
change stable and will have the confident Chase Maujean who won the main race
on The Gatekeeper last Sunday, as his main challenger. Do watch out for Colour
My Fate with such a light weight is to fear here.  Else other good bets are in the
8th race Emblem of Hope who is a banker, we must fear Toro Bravo, we also like
very much Jack Tarr in the 1st race, he will finally crack his first win this time.
Another good bet is Cloud Seeder with the 1st draw he can do a pillar to post.
Good luck. We invite you to support our magazine by subscribing. Thank you for
all those who have already done so and do share our magazine with your friends.
Also do visit our website and Facebook / Twitter pages.

https://www.formgrids.info/subscriber/fgBreederProgeny.aspx?Sire=Fencing+Master+(GB)&cnty=ZA
https://www.formgrids.info/subscriber/fgBreederProgeny.aspx?Dam=Zrinski&cnty=ZA


Race Meeting 7 
Winner 
The Gatekeeper  
R.Gujadhur Stable
The Mauritius Guineas Cup
1600M
Group 2 

The Mauritius Guineas Cup - Group 2 



Race Meeting 8 
Winner 
Battle Of Alesia 
R.Gujadhur 
The Mauritius Jockey Club Golden Jubilee Cup 
1500M
Benchmark 51 

The Mauritius Jockey Club Golden Jubilee Cup 



Image 1 (Top)- Bawan Sooful Mauritian Top Jockey and The Jockey Champion of 2021
Image 2 (First Left )- Richard Cadou Best Photos Award 2021

Image 3 - Jockey T.Juglall the brother of the gone too soon jockey N.Juglall (1991-2021) and his
wife holding his trophy. RIP Champion thank you for all the greatnesses.

Image 4 - Gujadhur Assistant  Trainer & Stable Supervisor Celebrating their 3rd win of the day.
Image 5 - Grooms Awards 2021
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Dividends Saturday 9th July 2022 

Dividends Sunday 10th July 2022 

https://supertote.mu/racing/11-jun-2022
https://supertote.mu/racing/11-jun-2022




THE
BETTING GUIDE

16-07-2022 
OUTSIDERS

Trainer has a good reason to put him
again for a second week in a row. Good
third last race, can win in this weak field.

RACE 2 - KALI'S CHAMP 

Stable is in great form so is his jockey.
Watch out. Can fly by the winning post
like a jet. Good outsider here. 

RACE 3 - ARTAX 

Ignore last race, first run. Can show a
new face this time. 2 time winner last
season. Can upset all odds here.

RACE 7  - BONNIE PRINCE

BETS OF THE DAY

BANKERS

He is the strongest horse in this
field and he is our 1st banker.
990m will suit him. Plus an
advantage -3kgs. Horse to beat.

RACE 1 - JACK TARR

Ignore last race, fled and was just
beaten by a flying Jet Stream.
990m will suit him best. He will
lead and wont be caught up here. 

RACE 4 - GORDONSTOUN

Powerful front runner and
finisher will make his 7th win in a
row. Our 3rd banker of the day.  

RACE 5 - WALLS OF
DUBROVNIK

TOP WIN
TOP PLACE
PLACE ACC
PICK 4
PICK 6
PICK 8

EMBLEM OF HOPE  

4/4/3/5/6/10/7
 5/1-2-3-6/10/7
 4-6/3-4/5/1-2-3-6/10/7

2-5-4/1-4-6-8/4-6/3-4/5/1-2-3-6/10/7

KALI'S CHAMP



JACK TARR

KALIS CHAMP

JET PATH

GORDONSTOUN

WALLSOFDUBROVNIK

ALYAASAAT

BONNIE PRINCE 

EMBLEM OF HOPE

WALLS OF DUBROV 

 GORDONSTOUN

JET PATH

JACK TARR

MIDNIGHT MSGER

BARAK LAVAN

CLOUD SEEDER

WALLSOFDUBROVNIK

UNDERCOVER AGENT

JET STREAM 

QUATRO FIVE SIX

CLOUD SEEDER 

BARAK LAVAN 

MAJESTIC MOON

DOUBLE THINK

MASTERIALLSURVEY

ARTAX

CLOUD SEEDER

WALLSOFDUBROVNIK

COLOUR MY FATE

KAYDENS PRIDE 

TORO BRAVO

COLOUR MY FATE

DOUBLE THINK

POP ICON

RACE 1

RACE 2

RACE 3

RACE 4

RACE 5

RACE 6

RACE 7

RACE 8

TOP WIN

TOP PLACE

LONGSHOT



RACE:
BENCH:

THE ANOU MARYE PIKE CUP

990 MTS 0-26 

1
12:30 DISTANCE:



Jack Tarr - Can finally break his 1st win. All lights are
green for him this Saturday.
Double Think - Will be the main challenger of Jack Tarr.
Chase Maujean will certainly try everything to get a 1st
win with him.  
Majestic Moon - Can make the quartet here.  Good
draw with Goomany. Place bet.

 

Jack Tarr - Double Think - Majestic Moon  

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS  
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RACE:
BENCH:

THE NELSON MANDELA DAY CUP

1450 MTS 0-15 

2
13.05 DISTANCE:



Midnight Messenger - Had a great season last year, will give P.Nagadoo his
second win here. We like him very much.
 
Midnight Oracle - Can do something is this weak 0-15 field. Watch out. Anybody's
race. Good outsider.

Kali's Champ -  His trainer is putting him for a second weekend in a row. Look
great at training. He can confirm here. 

Midnight Messenger - Midnight Oracle 
- Kali's Champ

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS

PREVIEW

SELECTION



RACE:
BENCH:

OUR HISTORY OUR HERITAGE CUP

1400 MTS 0-20

3
13:40 DISTANCE:



Barak Lavan - Ignore last race, much better field this time. We will not be
surprised to see  win here. Artic Flyer and Bleu Royale will fight for the lead and he
will wait patiently for the final straight to open. Good chance. 
Artax - The A. Sewdyal horses have been in great winning shape. Good draw, best
jockey plus his training looks good. Can win and definitely place here. Watch.
Jet Path - Won with B. Sooful 3 years back. With only 52 kgs, they can upset all
odds here. Outsider bet.

 
Barak Lavan 

- 
 Artax 

- 
Jet Path 

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS
SELECTION

PREVIEW



RACE:
BENCH:

THE SEGA TAMBOUR WORLD HERITAGE CUP 

990 MTS  36

4
14:15 DISTANCE:



Gordonstoun - Best front runner in the field, will make it
on 990m. Can be taken back as the horse to beat. 

Cloud Seeder - The challenger of Gordonstoun. 990m can
be a little sharp for him. Must follow closely or race will be
lost.  

Soul Connection - Won twice on 1000m and 1200m in SA,
can show a new face this season. Good training, looks 
 much better. Watch out. Place bet for this time.

 

Gordonstoun - Cloud Seeder - Soul Connection 

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS
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Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD



RACE:
BENCH:

THE INDIAN IMMIGRATION MUSEUM CUP

1400 MTS 66

5
14:50 DISTANCE:



Walls of Dubrovnik: Is definitely the horse to beat here. Won in upper class last
time. Is in top form and with the good draw he will be a hard nut to crack.
Almost a banker.
Your Pace Or Mine: Could have done better last time if not inconvenienced by
Hubble at 300m. He is much better on sprint but has Walls Of Dubrovnik on his
way.In the placing for sure.
Special Blend: Was not disgraced on sprint on his last outing.His trainer is
insisting on shorter trip but he is in great shape for Saturday. He will run a very
good race again.

 
Walls of Dubrovnik - Your Pace Or Mine - Special Blend

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS  

PREVIEW

SELECTION



RACE:
BENCH:

THE RATSITATANE CUP 

1500 MTS  GR2

6
15:25 DISTANCE:



Colour My Fate: The gelding is an excellent form. His good draw will definitely help
him and with only 56kg he will try to make every post a winning one. Was not
disgraced last time despite being chased at the start. They must catch him in the
final straight. 
Undercover Agent: He badly needed his first run last time out. His trainer brings
him back very fast for his second run. He is a classy horse and despite the top
weight he must not be ignored.  
Alyaasaat:
He is making his 2022 debut. Has been working generously for his start and find
himself ready to race. He might need this first run but he has class and can be in
the placings.

Colour My Fate 
-

Undercover Agent 
-

Alyaasaat 
 
 

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS  

PREVIEW

SELECTION



RACE: 
BENCH:

THE AAPRAVASI GHAT CUP 

1500 MTS 46 

7
16:00 DISTANCE:



Kaydens Pride: Badly needed the
run on his first outing. Is better
physically and has improve on
trackwork. With the -3kg of his
apprentice he should be in the shake
up. Better this time.
Watch Me Dad: Badly drawn last
time out.Is still in a great condition
and with the good draw in the gate
this time he can give the favorite a
run for his money.Beware of him.
Pop Icon: Not a bad race behind
Remus for his 2022 start.He has
improve a lot at trackwork and with
the plumb draw he is able to cause
an upset here. Good outsider’s
chance.

 Kaydens Pride - Watch Me Dad - Pop Icon

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS
PREVIEW

SELECTION

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD



RACE: 
BENCH:

LE MORNE HERITAGE CUP

1365 MTS 56 

8
16:35 DISTANCE:



Toro Bravo: Fair run on his start last time. Has made a lot of improvement since at
trackwork. Has a good grass gallop under the belt. Is definitely a genuine performer
and is he is sound on Saturday he can match Emblem of Hope fair and square.

Emblem Of Hope: Impressive win again last time out. Is improving after each race
and is still very young horse. We do not know his limits even if he has been heavily
penalized after his win. Can make it 2 in a row this year.

Afdeek: Will make his 2022 debut this week. Has been working generously and he
is a genuine performer. Place bet.

Toro Bravo - Emblem Of Hope - Afdeek 

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS

PREVIEW
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Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD











Training Shots
Floreal  

8  July 2022

Bleu Royale Bassam



Training Shots
    Champ De Mars   

12  July 2022

Travelin man Charleston Hero

Silken Prince

Jet Path

Moschino 

Quatro Five Six 

Senor Don



The Final Straight - 7th Meeting 
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Carlton Heigths: Was at his first start
last week and we can rate his race as
very good. His wide draw did not help
him and had to make considerable effort
to lead the race. He was not disgraced at
all and finished only 2L behind the
winner. If we consider it was his first run
of the season and with the wide draw
not helping him, he is to be followed
closely for his next outing. He will
definitely improve on this first run and
with a good draw on the mile he will be
very hard to catch.

Man Of Property: He was slightly slow
in the gates and on 990m it was quite
impossible for him to express himself.
We must also take into consideration
that the trip was very sharp for him. His
final straight was eye catching and his
jockey could not assist him properly. We
can consider his run as a very good one
on this sharp sprint. Is a horse who won
on the mile in SA and he must be
considered on a longer trip next time
out. If he is able to lead on 1500-1600m
he will take a lot of beating in his next
race. He is one for the notebook.

Eye of The Tiger 

By Ismael Sheik Mastan 

Captain Flynt:

Not a bad run at all for his first
2022 start on Saturday. He was
drawn wide and his rider tried to
settled him with the pace. But
found himself one off the
pacemaker and could not find
any cover. He was not too far at
the end and he will definitely
improve on this run. He is a
horse with some good abilities
and if he is well drawn next time
he can strike. Ignore his last run
and to be followed on his next.



It’s been a very busy week at training with some interesting
morning gallops. Starting with the main race on Saturday Colour
My Fate has been working very well and finds himself in an
excellent condition. His solo gallop on Tuesday was a good
overview of his level of form. Alyaasaat has been very well
prepared by his trainer this week and is ready for his first run.
Your Pace Or Mine has been excellent on trackwork too and he
is ready for action for Saturday. Coming to the other interesting
trackworks we noticed the great condition of Walls of
Dubrovnik and Emblem Of Hope from S. Hurchund stable.
Looks like their first run made a lot of good things for them.
Their coatings have improved and they were on toes after their
work outs. Candle Cove has maintained a very good form and
his solo gallop on the dirt was very good. He is to be followed
again this week. The splendid form of Ideal Secret and Al Aasy
on Tuesday was just mind blowing. These two horses are
definitely growing in maturity and are on top of their form right
now. Their opponents will take a lot of beating on Saturday.
Quatro Five Six has kept his excellent form and he seems to
have improve a lot after his first win here. Watch Me Dad from
the same stable also has been very good at track work and he
looks ready for the fight on Saturday. Emerald Band, Cloud
Seeder, Special Blend, Doublethink, Bleu Royale have been
very good at trackwork and are to be followed for this week.

Eye Catchers:

Colour My Fate - Your Pace Or Mine - Walls Of Dubrovnik-
Candle Cove - Al Aasy

Through The
Binoculars



 INTERNATIONAL NEWS  

The Haras d'Etreham - Prix Jean Prat (Gr1) is the first Gr.1 of Deauville’s summer
meeting. Since 2019, the contest has been disputed over 1.400m. The Irish-
trained Tenebrism is the first filly to land the "Jean Prat" over the adjusted
distance! This success also offered both, English jockey Ryan Moore and
Tenebrism’s Irish-born trainer Aidan O’Brien, a first victory in the race.
Ownership of the filly is split three ways between Westerberg, leading Irish stud
Coolmore and the American-based Merribelle Stables. Tenebrism’s dam is well-
known in France. Trained in Chantilly by Robert Collet, the champion Immortal
Verse won both the Coronation Stakes (Gr1) at Royal Ascot and the Prix Jacques
le Marois (Gr1) at Deauville’s summer meeting! Bred in the Calvados (14) region
by Barbara Moser, Light Infantry took second place for her English connection.
Filling the third spot was Lusail, also trained in England. Ryan Moore -rider of
Tenebrism, 1st “She has always shown plenty, she won the Cheveley Park on her
second start over six furlongs. She went to Newmarket for the 1,000 Guineas
and the ground was very fast, she got battered around and she never went into
any rhythm at all. She ran a good race at Ascot, she was still a little bit green, just
struggled around the bend. She had to wait for a gap todaybut as soon she got a
little bit of room, she accelerated straightforward. She’s by Caravaggio who was
fast. She is a pleasure to ride. She is very comfortable at seven furlongs.”

Haras d'Étreham Jean Prat G1: Tenebrism in broad
daylight again Text by Ismael Sheik Mastan. Photo:
scoopdyga.com









AmazingLife.Store

Huge selection of
health products

Oxygen Concentration &
Kangen Machines, Backwash
Filters, Coffee and Antivirus,

Lung Cleansing Tea, Solar LED
lighting, car tools and electrical

appliances to facilitate your
every day lives.  
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